Supplies Management Solutions
for Long Term Care
MedProcure systems make ordering, maintaining, and tracking
medical supplies faster and easier. suppliesMGR™:LTC, our
solution for long term care facilities, allows you to efficiently
charge supplies and services to residents, automate purchasing
processes, and effortlessly communicate with multiple systems
and vendors.
Flexible Tracking and Charging
suppliesMGR:LTC simplifies the job of tracking supplies and
services used by individual residents. You can quickly set
up recurring charges so that you no longer waste time on
continuous, repeated entries. For other charges, multiple
tracking methods give you the flexibility to choose what works
best for your staff. Some users print barcode “piggyback”
labels to “peel and stick” each time a supply is used. Others
use a handheld device to scan the barcode label of each item
as it is consumed by a patient.
Our most popular tool for tracking supplies is the Resident
Hot Sheet. This report lists the items and services previously
used by each resident. To record the use of an item, your staff
simply marks the appropriate column—and that’s it. A quick
barcode scan of the items marked on the report then enters the
associated charges into the suppliesMGR:LTC system.
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Customizable Export Files
Data from suppliesMGR:LTC can be easily
exported to practically any accounting package format. Our
solution is device and platform independent: we configure it to
meet your needs.
Effortless Inventory Control and Ordering
suppliesMGR:LTC maintains an onhand inventory quantity for
each item based on purchases and item usage. The system
automatically generates purchase orders for items that fall
below their assigned minimum quantity, and allows you to
define a “hot list” of frequently purchased items that you can
optionally include on purchase orders for specified vendors.
After you edit (if needed) and approve each purchase order,
a simple mouse click sends it to the supplier—in the format
they prefer. With suppliesMGR:LTC, you have one system that
communicates with all vendors.
Trouble-free Setup
MedProcure takes care of the installation of your system—
from loading your inventory and resident lists, to setting up
communications with your vendors, to creating accounting
export files. And our comprehensive online training ensures
that you’re fully productive, right from the start.
suppliesMGR:LTC wasn’t designed by programmers. Instead,
real staff working in long term care facilities guided its
development from start to finish. They told us what they
needed in a supplies management system… and we listened.

To find out more, call us at 864.482.2027
or visit www.medprocure.com.

